The electronic structure of six Cu-based ternary chalcopyrite semiconductors is calculated selfconsistently for the first time within the density-functional formalism. The chemical trends in the band structures, electronic charge densities, density of states, and chemical bonding are analyzed.
and as polycrystalline thin films (at least 9.4% efficient' ), light-emitting diodes, ' and in various nonlinear optical devices. This paper is concerned with the calculation of the electronic structure of g«up-I ternary chalcopyrite semiconductors. A planned future paper' will discuss the properties of group-II ternary pnictides. Despite the unusual richness in interesting physical phenomena in group-I chalcopyrites, the extensive progress made in experimental studies ' ' of these materials has not been matched by theoretical studies. Among the factors contributing to this situation we note several considerations: (i) The structural complexity of the chalcopyrite unit cell (eight atoms per cell with low site symmetries) makes the electronic structure calculation considerably more difficult than for binary zinc-blende semiconductors. (ii) The unambiguous evidence for the participation of the noble-atom d orbitals in bonding through hybridization with the anion sp states implies that loca/ pseudopotential approximations (which ignore the 3 d orbitals), used successfully to describe sp -bonded binary semiconductors, ' are insufficient for group-I ternary semiconductors. (iii) (e.g. , HausholderCholeski methods) make even the latter limit a formidable computational task. (iv) The lack of precise assignment of the few lowest optical band gaps to well-defined interband transitions restricts the use of empirical fitting of the band structure, ' as done successfully for binary systems. (v) Accumulating evidence for the polarity of the bonds'
suggests that self-consistent calculations (which describe charge transfer) are needed. Attaining self-consistency in the presence of localized orbitals (e.g. , A' d There were three previous attempts to calculate the electronic structure of group-I chalcopyrites.
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II. THEORETICAL APPROACH
We use the PVMB method described in detail previously.
The major characteristics of the method are as follows: (1) It avoids any pseudopotential approximations, i.e. , it constitutes an all-electron approach. Hyperdeep core orbitals are selectively frozen if this approximation is found to result in an error in the valence and conduction bands of less than -0.1 eV. (2) No shape approximation (muffin-tin '"', %I"', etc.) . We will use Fig. 5 to discuss the overall features of the band structures. Table III provides the energies of all valence-band critical points in the notation of Fig. 5 . The zero of energy is set at the I 4" valence-band maximum (VBM). Figure 5 shows that for all six materials there are four distinct valence-band Ceperley' s correlation and the crystal-structure parameters of Table I . The principle band gap is denoted by the shaded areas.
2. E/ectronic charge density Figure 6 depicts the electronic charge density of the upper valence bands of the six group-I chalcopyrites. It is seen that the A r Xvi contact appears covalently bonded (cf. the "peanut-shaped" outer Cu-X contours) with a significant ionic component (i.e. , the maximum of charge drawn closer to the X site), whereas the 8'"-X ' contact appears to be '" of -23.9 and -22. 8 
eV,
and experimental values ' ' of -20.2 and -20. 15 eV, for S and Se, respectively). Hence, the occupied bonding combination (the X ' band of Fig. 5 ) is made predominantly from the chalcogen orbitals whereas the Cu s character is repelled upwards outside of the valence band, into the conduction bands.
d character
The energy dependence of the Cu d character in the upper valence band can be appreciated from Fig. 7 
T5v
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(1)I rs"g I," Shay and Kasper that CuInS2 has the highest d character.
B. The g "~-&"' gang
The upper valence band is separated by a small heteropolar gap (denoted as "gap 1" in Fig. 5 ) from the lowerlying valence band which we denote as the B"'-X band. This first heteropolar gap occurs between X» (the (4) minimum of the upper valence band) and I 4"(the max- The top of the X ' s band occurs at the Brillouin-zone center and is crystal-field split into I 5"' (doubly degenerate) and I 3"(singly degenerate). This crystal-field splitting is considerably smaller (few hundreds of an electronvolt) than the I z, '-I 4, ' splitting at the VBM. 
IV. DENSITY OF STATES
The calculated histogram density of states of the six group-I chalcopyrites are displayed in Figs. 10 and 11. The structure of the various peaks fo11ows the discussion of the various subbands in Sec. III (cf. Energy (eV) ' ' ' underestimates the gap by 50% (ii)
For CuAIS2, CuGaS2, CuInSe2, ' ' ' and CuGaSe2, Our results can be used to shed some light on these suggestions. For example, the lowest transitions at the midpoints of the I 1V and I T lines of our calculated band structures are all 1.5 -2.2 eV above the gaps of the corresponding compounds, implying that the E~-type transitions are, indeed, a component of the spectral features in the range Eg+ I eV~Eg+ 3 eV for all compounds in this group. Also, there is a cluster of bands at EvBM -2.2 to EvBM -2.9 eV which we have found to have very large Cu 3d character (80 -90%%uo). These bands appear as an almost dispersionless group, separated by small gaps from the band above and below them in the Al and Ga compounds. We predict that transitions from these levels will be 2.2 -2. 9 eV above Eg in reflection and absorption measurements; thus the features in question probably also contain transitions of type (ii). Similarly, just above these highly d-like bands we find a pair of bands (one doubly and one singly degenerate at I ), which can be identified as heavy-hole p bands, with a substantial d-based admixture. Ref. 23 Ref. 21 Upper VB (2) I 4v I Indeed, we find a similar result in our own study when self-consistency is not carried out to completion, yielding an ionically polarized 8'"-X ' bond with a spuriously low S"' binding energy.
VII. X-RAY SCATTERING FACTORS
We have calculated the Fourier transform of the electronic charge density (x-ray structure factors) for six group-I chalcopyrites. The reciprocal-lattice vectors G of the chalcopyrite structure can be divided into three groups.
Denoting the components of G by the three integers G=(2mla)(n, m, l/2r)), these groups are as follows:
(i} (n, m, l) all even or all odd; (ii) (n, m) (n, m, l, u) +Zf"(G)g3 '(n, m, l;u) , (2) The cation ionicity structure factors [Fig. 14(b) ('i) [Eq. (2) ]. (Fig. 16 ) and the selenides (Fig 1. 7) Third, the sulfides have a larger bond polarity than the selenides both in the A-X and in the 8-X contacts (i.e. , d,"&d and d,"&d, "' 
